
Elon Musk Is Cleaning Up Twitter’s Child
Sexual Exploitation/ Pornography Problem
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Elon Musk has vowed to remove child porn from Twitter. He dissolved Twitter’s Trust and
Safety Council, the advisory group addressing hate speech, child exploitation, suicide,
self-harm and other problems. The social media company has shown improvement in the past
30 days.

The US Senate, Including 18 Republicans,
Passes Massive $1.7 Trillion Omnibus
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The Senate passed the massive $1.7 trillion omnibus spending bill that will cause
inflation to surge. The bill fails to protect the US border that is currently being
overrun. The bill allots $575 million toward family planning, abortion and termination
of American pregnancies. It will award $45 billion to Ukraine.
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Transitioned Her Daughter Without Her
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An impressionable 10-year old girl was influenced by LGBTQ friends online and then met
with a school therapist who began calling the girl a male name and using male pronouns.

Hammer Attack Against Nancy Pelosi’s Husband
Doesn’t Add Up
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Paul Pelosi, the 82-year old husband of Nancy Pelosi, sustained a skull fracture during
an attack by a man with a hammer. David DePape, 42, was arrested at the scene and is
being charged with attempted murder, assault with a deadly weapon, elder abuse, and
burglary rather than being released without bail.
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Virginia Democrat to Introduce Bill to
Prosecute Parents Who Refuse to Treat Child
as Opposite Sex
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The legislation would expand the definition of child abuse so that parents could be
charged with a felony or misdemeanor for refusing to honor their child’s request to be
treated as the opposite sex. A Child Protective Services (CPS) charge could also harm
parents’ employment and they could lose their jobs.

‘Drag Queen at Church?’: NYC Private School
Holds Mandatory Drag Show in Chapel
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Students at Grace Church High School in Manhattan are speaking out after they were
forced to attend the school’s Pride chapel last April. Drag queen guest Jesse Havea,
also known as Brita Filter, wrote that it was an honor to hear “the beautiful brave
queer stories and songs from your students and faculty.”

COVID Vaccines Can Reactivate Chickenpox
that Looks Like Monkeypox
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Monkeypox is often indistinguishable from chickenpox, which, when it manifests in
adults, is called shingles. What some people are now experiencing that the media is
calling monkeypox could actually be chickenpox or shingles.

The Billionaire Pritzker Family Is Pushing
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The Pritzker family appear to have used a family philanthropic apparatus to promote
gender confusion among adults and children and to drive commerce to their transgender
medical businesses. They have set their sights on a new God-like goal: using gender
ideology to remake human biology.

Biden Signs Executive Order to Advance
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Biden declares in his executive order that federally-funded programs cannot offer
‘conversion therapy’ that may include a ban on merely cautioning children off altering
their healthy bodies to match their gender dysphoria.
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Many of the groups that the Tigers are promoting on ‘Pride Night’ are funneling ticket
money to actively promoting transgender identity and even permanently disfiguring
medical transitions on children.

State Farm Terminates Program to Give 5-Year
Old Children Books about Transgenderism
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State Farm reportedly was intentionally trying to target kindergartners for discussion
around transgender issues, sexual identity issues, without notifying their parents and
without their consent. The news upset many of State Farm’s customers. Many State Farm
agents also disagreed with the program.

Revelation of the Method: Why Do Elites Tell
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Revelation of the Method is the suppression of the counterargument, followed by the
revelation of aspects of what really happened, but in a limited way, after it is too
late. For example, vaccines were declared harmless, until Pfizer debased their own
safety claims, but not before the entire world had been vaccinated.


